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Bhat,   M.   Mariappa—Andayya.   (Kannada text), AQR* VI,
Ft. 1.	*	E753
Andayya's famous work Kabligara Rava has been critically examined.
In it Andayya has performed a marvellous feat by creating a master-
piece of Kannada literature out of the dry Puranic episode of
Siva-Kama Battle, Characterisation, situations, conversations and
descriptions have been accomplished with a consummate skill. The
excellence of the work lies in the fact that the poet has pressed into
service only Desya and some Tadbhava words and with perfect ease
has sung, in an inimitable style, so as to be understood and appreciated
by one and all.
	Turning  points  of  Kannada   Literature.   AOR. V,
Ft. 2.	[754
An attempt to show briefly how the flow of the current of Kannada
Literature, beginning from an inexplicable dim source, continued its
course, and took various natural 'turns,' at different stages, thereby
adjusting itself to the changing environments and reflecting the
religious, social and political tendencies.
Bhattacharyya, Dinesh Chandra—Date   of Work   of Raya-
mukuta,   IHQ. XVII, pp. 456-471.	[755
Discusses some works of Brbaspatimisra who is also known by his
title Rayamukuta, and tries to assign the dates.
	  Who  wrote   the   Bhasapariccheda ?    IHQ.  XVII,
pp. 241-244.	[756
Discusses the identity of the author, who he believes, was Krsnadasa
Sarvabhauma.
Binyon,  Lawrence—Sakuntala.   Prepared  for  the  English
Stage, by K.  N. Das  Gupta.   Macmillan & Co., London,
1941 (?)	^	[757
The translation  of Sakuntala done by Lawrence Binyon  in 1920,
has been reissued.
Corelli, Mario E. Ed.—Sekoddesatika of Nadapada (Faropa).
Being a Commentary of the Sekoddesa Section of the
Kalacakra Tantra. The Sanskrit text edited for the first
time with an Introduction in English. 9M" x 6", pp. 35 + 76.
Gaekwad's Oriental Series No. 90, Oriental Institute,
Baroda, 1941.	[758
"In spite of its title the Sekoddesatika (a commentary of the
treatise on the tantric baptism) is not only an explanation. It
contains many important details on tantric rituals and gives many
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